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WELCOME

ADDRESS
Mrs. Nana Akua Ankomah-Asare
Managing Director,
Primetime Limited

T

he Honourable Minister of Education, Dr. Matthew Opoku Prempeh, the Director-General of
the GES, Professor Kwasi Opoku-Amankwa, distinguished invited guests from the Ministry of
Education and the Ghana Education Service, representatives of our ever-supportive sponsors,
heads of schools, special invited guests, participating schools, members of the press, and our
teeming, die-hard fans watching via television and our various social media platforms, good
evening. You are warmly welcome to the 2020 edition of the National Science & Maths Quiz and
Science Festival.
I cannot begin to tell you how delighted we are to have you all with us here today. 2020 started like
any other year – with us executing our recce and balloting exercises for the Regional Qualiers of
NSMQ in February and then following up with a series of planned Regional Championships, thanks
to the generosity of Absa Bank Ghana Limited in March 2020. There was nothing about the start of
the NSMQ year that indicated how completely different the year was going to be and that the
novel coronavirus was going to hit us and turn our world upside-down.
Thankfully, the Regional Qualiers had been concluded, but the remaining Championships –
Ashanti Regional and Volta-Oti and Bono-Ahafo Zonal – had to be suspended indenitely. Even
worse, the National Championship had to be suspended, while the nation tackled the effects of the
pandemic on all aspects of life, and especially on the education of students at all levels. We, at
Primetime, considered the break as time to re-strategise and reorganize ourselves so that we would
be able to conduct the programme in a safe environment for all our participants, should the
situation improve and the government lift the sanctions imposed on movement and social
gatherings.
Our fans were restless, our emails buzzed with enquiries on when the programme would come off
and suggestions on how to conduct the NSMQ in the face of the pandemic. We could not
disappoint our fans, and denitely not the students who had spent several years studying and
practicing for the NSMQ, waiting to show to the world what they have got to offer. After many,
many consultations with the GES, the schools, sponsors and other stakeholders, Primetime has been
able to put in place measures that will enable us hold the National Championship in a safe manner
for all and in strict adherence to prescribed Covid-19 Protocols. This year's production of the
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National Science & Maths Quiz has been a true test of our dynamism and resilience and we are very
happy with the results of our hard work, intense planning and attention to detail. We hope our
participating schools and fans will understand the rationale for putting in these measures and
cooperate with us to make this work for everybody.
Honourable Minister, in a bid to limit the spread of the COVID-19 virus and to reduce the risk of
exposure of our participants, NSMQ 2020 will be produced with a different format which has been
approved by the Ghana Education Service. Unlike in previous years, where all the ve stages of the
competition were held in Accra, the Preliminary Stage of the 2020 edition of the National
Championship will be held in the regions and zones. The 108 Regional Qualiers will compete
among themselves in their respective regions and zones to select representatives for the next stage
of the competition. This decentralized format is to reduce the number of people who would have to
converge in camp in Accra at the same time.
In addition, there will be no live audiences at the competition. All contests would be streamed live
across all our social media platforms. Yes, we are bringing the full complement of this year's Quiz
directly into your homes, from the Prelims, right up to the Grand Finale!
The satellite events of the Science Festival - Sci-tech Fair, Tours and NSMQ Interco have been
suspended for this year. However, the Mentorship Sessions will come off and will be virtual. We know
that everyone recognizes that we are not in normal times and so will have to reorient ourselves to
function, in keeping with the demand of the times.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our dependable sponsors, especially the
management of the GES and the Ministry of Education, whose faith in us and in this Quiz never
wavered throughout this testing period. We are most grateful for your encouragement and support.
We would also like to thank the heads and teachers of participating schools, who have been
instrumental in the production of this year's NSMQ. We appreciate all the effort you have put into
preparing your students for this competition, in spite of the many obstacles and challenges the
effects of the Covid-19 pandemic has put in your way. Congratulations on a job well done!
We are grateful to you, our ardent fans, who not only kept faith with us, but challenged and
encouraged us to think through our challenges and nd a way to make NSMQ 2020 come back to
life. Enjoy What NSMQ 2020 has on offer, from the comfort of your homes and ofces.
Congratulations to our dear students to have made it this far. We understand that the journey to the
National Championship of NSMQ 2020 has not been easy, but we encourage you to put in your very
best when you compete.
We wish you all the very best and may the best school triumph over all!
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GOODWILL

MESSAGE
Dr. Kwaku Mensa-Bonsu
Chairman of Primetime Ltd.

D

ear invited guests, it is with much delight that I welcome you all here at the GNAT Hall on the
occasion of the Launch of the 2020 edition of the National Science & Maths Quiz and
Science Festival.

I know you were all anxious, wondering if this year's edition would come off, especially in this period
of uncertainties. People would ask me on a daily basis if NSMQ would be produced this year, but I
can assure everyone that Primetime is on top of the job, and this year's edition will maintain its usual
sparkle and excitement, as in previous editions.
This year has confronted us with many challenges that would have broken the back of a lessdetermined team, but these challenges have also offered new directions and opportunities to the
programme and to Primetime. The format has had to change this year for very obvious reasons. Just
as football has had to adapt to the new normal, as it were, Primetime has also had to adopt novel
and innovative ways to keep the programme going.
I say Ayekoo to Mrs Ankomah-Asare and her team for thinking outside the box, and not being swept
aside by the old ways of doing things, and not throwing their hands up, saying “There's nothing we
can do about the situation.” Well done. This ties in with our much-touted maxim: The Impossible we
do at once; Miracles take a little longer!!!
I still nurse the hope that one day, the programme would spread beyond the shores of Ghana and
become the All Africa Science and Maths Quiz.
As we all look forward to another exciting edition of the NSMQ, let me reiterate something I said last
year, a dream I have been nursing these last ve years: that a less fancied, less endowed school
would be crowned champions this year. It would be even more exciting and fullling for me if an allfemale school is able to win this year. That is the challenge to the girls. Let's get your school's name
on our winners list for a change.
Let me take this opportunity to express my gratitude to our sponsors over the years whose nances
have seen us through the years, and also to our team of dedicated consultants, our Quiz Mistresses
and Regional Quiz Moderators, led by the indefatigable Dr. Elsie Effah Kaufmann, as well as our
Technical Team. To you all, once again, I say a big AYEKOO.
Ladies and Gentlemen, you are welcome to the 2020 edition of the National Science & Maths Quiz,
and Science Festival. Let us join hands and once again, make this a successful event.
I wish the contesting schools all the best, and may the best school win. Thank you.
NSMQ 2020 LAUNCH
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GOODWILL

MESSAGE
Hon. Dr. Matthew Opoku Prempeh
Minister of Education
MP for Manhyia South Constituency

A

nation's development is accelerated and sustained by improved infrastructure,
technology, better medical care and research. This, in turn, depends on the ability of its
scientists to be creative and innovative. As a nation, we have a duty to ensure that our
youth are encouraged in every way possible to develop these talents from an early age. We must
ensure that our youth who choose to study science are encouraged in every possible way to
develop these talents to the fullest, so we can have a brighter and more fullling future.
On behalf of the Ministry of Education, I wish to congratulate all past and present management and
staff of Primetime Limited for their role in inspiring and exciting young people into the sciences. The
NSMQ has become an important xation in our national life, as schools, and by proxy, their alumni,
battle it out in the quest for the ultimate prized cup and in its wake, bragging rights for at least one
year.
Despite the earlier threat to this year's contest by way of the coronavirus pandemic, I am delighted
it is being sustained. I am condent that the organisers have found innovative ways, particularly
through technology, to ensure that the quiz event takes place without any health challenges.
The Government of Ghana will continue to put in place pragmatic and necessary interventions that
will motivate and impact teachers and students to work harder in STEM development. All of us –
government, parents, teachers, non-governmental bodies, donor partners and students – have
roles to play in pushing this agenda.
I wish all stakeholders of the National Science & Maths Quiz a successful and event-free event. I
salute all the competing teams and wish them well. May the best team clinch the prized trophy.
Together, may our goal of grooming young scientists be a fruitful one and help lift this country to
greater heights.
Thank you and God Bless You All!
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MESSAGE
Alhaj Yakub Ahmad Bin Abubakar
National President of Conference
of Heads of Assisted Secondary
Schools (CHASS)

T

he Conference of Heads of Assisted Secondary Schools is happy to be associated with the
2020 edition of the National Science & Maths Quiz.

From a humble beginning, the National Science & Maths Quiz, produced by Primetime has grown
and affected all stakeholders, including the Ministry of Education, the Ghana Education Service,
schools, past students of schools, religious organisations and others who are related in one way, or
the other to education. We, at CHASS, welcome all of the aforementioned into our fold and hope
that their interest in the competition never wanes.
On this glorious day of the launch of the 2020 edition, CHASS wishes all competing schools the best
of luck!
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GOODWILL MESSAGE
Absa Bank Ghana Limited
Bringing the possibilities of our youth to life

D

evelopment, growth and a better future are, subconsciously, at the heart of everything we
try to achieve as individuals, a community or a nation. In the past few years, Africa Rising
has been a topical issue and one of the main reasons for this positivity of a brighter future for
our continent, is our growing youthful population and human capital resource.
Last year, a group of young girls from the Methodist Girls Senior High School in Mamfe - Akuapem,
won the 2019 global robotics competition - World Robofest - in Michigan, USA, which attracted
teams from nearly 60 countries. In the same competition, another group of boys from Ghana came
6th; such an impressive achievement to have two teams from Ghana in the top 10 of the
competition.
These examples reinforce the fact that we have brilliant young people who, when supported and
guided, will develop the critical skills (Critical Thinking, Problem Solving and Innovation) needed for
the future world of work. As a forward-looking bank that aspires to be a digitally-led organisation,
we remain committed to investing in the training of young people to prepare them for the future
world of work, as well as support government's national development agenda.
Digitization, big data and articial intelligence are critical to our world of work and national
development. The study of science and mathematics, therefore, remains essential subject areas
that we must continue to promote and support.
It is for this reason that we have made a bold investment to partner Primetime Limited and the
Ministry of Education to promote science and mathematics through the National Science & Maths
Quiz and Science Festival. Over the years, Primetime Limited has truly demonstrated our
Africanacity spirit, and we are inspired by their tenacity in keeping this Quiz competition alive for
over 25 years. We are indeed excited to partner Primetime and help expand the programme to
reach more students and schools who may be missing out on the Regional Qualiers.
As key partners in national development, we understand our critical role in helping shape the future
of young people. We have done this over the years through several partnerships and initiatives.
More recently, we rolled out our Tertiary Scholarship and the Ready to Work initiative under our
Education and Skills development programme. Through the Scholarship Scheme, we have
invested over US$52 million in education and out of that, US$29 million was invested into over 10,000
scholarships across 100 African universities, including 13 universities in Ghana. Our Ready to Work
initiative has impacted over 500,000 young Africans – equipping them with soft skills for improving
their employability or self-employment prospects, with 25,000 young Africans benetting from
workplace experience, internships and placement opportunities.
Our motivation for doing this is directly linked to our commitment to be a Force for Good in our
society. As a brave and passionate brand, we remain committed to partnering the government
and all relevant stakeholders to help create a brighter future for young people.
We wish all participating schools and teams the very best, and may the 2020 National Science &
Maths Quiz and Science Festival become one of the most successful in the annals of the
competition.
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INTRODUCTION
The National Science & Maths Quiz and Science Festival
The National Science & Maths Quiz and Science Festival, produced by Primetime Limited, is an
educational programme which comprises the National Science & Maths Quiz (NSMQ) as the
agship event, as well as the Sci-Tech Fair, the Mentorship Sessions, NSMQ Interco (formerly known
as Picnic) and Tours as its satellite events.
The National Science & Maths Quiz (NSMQ) is a quiz competition targeted at Senior High Schools in
Ghana, and aimed at promoting the study and application of Science and Mathematics at the
Senior High School level. The NSMQ starts with the Regional Qualiers, which are organised in 10
(ten) regional capitals, to select 108 regional winners from the sixteen (16) regions, who then join the
27 seeded schools that made it to the quarter-nal stage of the previous year's edition, to make a
total of 135 competing schools at the National Championship.

Target Group
The primary targets of the programme are the Senior High Schools, who are the participants, and in
effect, the direct beneciaries of the programme. The secondary targets are:
·

High School graduates who are seeking to better their grades in Science and Mathematics.

·

Parents/Parent-Teacher Association (P.T.A).

·

Old students' Associations.

·

Members of the general public.

Objectives
The NSMQ is grounded on the following:
·

To promote the study, standard and popularity of Science and Mathematics in Senior High
Schools.

·

Help Senior High School students develop quick-thinking skills, and a probing and scientic
mind about the things around them.

·

Promote a healthy academic rivalry between Senior High Schools.

·

To keep old students still interested in their schools and encourage them to offer help to their
alma mater.

·

To inculcate a degree of science culture in the Ghanaian society for all to see Science as a
way of life.
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HOW IT STARTED
The NSMQ Story

T

he idea for the production of a quiz programme aimed at encouraging the study of the
Sciences was birthed on a tennis court of the University of Ghana, Legon, where Mr. Kwaku
Mensa-Bonsu, then Managing Director of Primetime, was at the court to play his favourite
game with his playmate, the late Professor Ebenezer Kweku Awotwi, Professor of Animal Science,
then Dr. Awotwi. Mr. Mensa-Bonsu was curious as to why birds could stand on a live electric wire
without getting electrocuted, but human beings could not do same. From Dr. Awotwi's
explanation, Mr. Mensa-Bonsu got the idea of putting together a quiz programme on Science and
Maths, focused on scientic explanations behind every-day phenomena, in addition to the topics
from the regular Science curriculum for Senior High Schools. This is how it all began, 27 years ago, in
April 1993. Since then, the National Science & Maths Quiz (NSMQ) has seen 24 exciting editions, with
this 25th edition coming off from September 8 – October 8, 2020.
The programme was rst recorded in October, 1993, with the late Prof. Marian Ewurama Addy, a
professor of Biochemistry at the University of Ghana, Legon, as the quiz-mistress. It was originally
named the Brillant Science and Maths Quiz, as Lever Brothers' (now Unilever's) blue soap, Brillant,
was the sole sponsor of the programme. The name was changed to National Science & Maths Quiz
in 1998, when Brillant dropped its sponsorship of the programme, due to a change of management
and policy direction. Amstel Malta, from Ghana Breweries Limited, (now Guinness Ghana Breweries
Limited) took up sole sponsorship of the programme, from 1998 – 2001, when it dropped its
sponsorship, also as a result of a change of management and policy direction. Next, the Ghana
Education Trust Fund, (GetFund) sponsored the programme from 2002 until 2008, when it dropped
its sponsorship of the programme.
In 2009, Primetime took up the cost of producing and airing the programme, in the hopes of
attracting sponsorship to help pay for the programme, but this did not work out, as hardly any
sponsors came on board the programme. Education, clearly, was not seen as a priority by
corporate Ghana at the time.
Consequently, the programme was forced to take a two-year break, i.e. 2010 and 2011, as the
large budget, necessitated by the huge logistic support needed for the programme, was too much
for Primetime to bear alone, and corporate Ghana had shown no interest in sponsoring the
programme. The programme, however, was such an important event on the academic calendar
of the senior high schools that it was sorely missed and students, teachers, heads of schools and
parents alike began clamouring for its return. This prompted Primetime to seek support from the
Conference of Heads of Assisted Secondary Schools, CHASS, which accepted the challenge. The
Ghana Education Service, therefore, levied each Senior High School student to raise the funds
needed to produce the programme. Thus, the National Science & Maths Quiz, made its return to
the academic calendar in June, 2012.
The competition returned in 2012 with many improvements, and in 2014, the number of
participating schools increased to 135, from 81 participating schools at the 2013 edition, which was
in itself an increase from the 2012 number of 40 participating schools. The participation of CHASS
enabled this expansion, which allowed more schools to participate in the competition.
In its quest to continue growing the NSMQ brand and add more value to the experiences of its
participants, Primetime, in 2013, began to add on a number of events to the month-long quiz
competition: Mentorship Sessions (2013), Tours (formerly Excursions, 2015), the Sci-Tech Fair, and
NSMQ Interco, formerly Picnic, (2017). This has turned the quiz into the great celebration of
academic and technological excellence in Science and Maths, as well as in team-building values
that it is today: the National Science & Maths Quiz and Science Festival.
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SATELLITE EVENTS
SCI-TECH FAIR
The Sci-Tech Fair is an innovative and practical extension that Primetime has added, as a way of
expanding the programme and adding more value to the experience of participants on the
programme. The idea of the Fair is to provide an opportunity for students, both in the basic and
second-cycle institutions, to apply their creativity and their knowledge and understanding of
concepts studied in the classroom in producing solutions that could solve problems in Ghana. The
objectives of the Fair are:
·

To increase students' understanding of the practical application and usage of Science

·

To create interest in students and the general public about Science and make its study fun
and exciting

·

To nurture innovation and the creative talent of students in relation to the Sciences.

·

To showcase the methods and techniques developed by teachers, students and
institutions, and to enable them learn from and benet from one another.

·

To create a platform for tech start-ups to exhibit their products and services

The Sci-Tech Fair affords students at various levels of education, the opportunity to interact with
each other and with other individuals from technology start-ups, and to expose them to the reality
of the Science and Technology world. Every year, a number of tech-start-ups are given the platform
to display their products and services gratis. This is another way in which Primetime makes a
meaningful contribution to the improvement of the study of Maths and Science at all rungs of the
education ladder in Ghana.
One very special feature of this Fair, is to allow visitors to it an opportunity to participate in supervised
experiments of their own.
The maiden edition of the Sci-Tech Fair which was held in 2017, saw students displaying amazing
projects, hence in 2018, Primetime extended the Fair to the Regional Level. This was to give a larger
number of students the opportunity to show their creative sides, and so far, the Regional Sci-Tech
Fair has seen a lot of ingenious projects on display.
The 2020 edition of the Sci-Tech Fair is sponsored by Absa Bank Ghana Limited.
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MENTORSHIP SESSIONS
The Mentorship Sessions are career-guidance sessions held each day during the production of the
Regional and National competitions. It affords the participants the opportunity to meet seasoned
professionals in the elds of science and technology, and to be mentored by these people. The
mentors are given the opportunity to speak to the students on science-related topics, as well as on
their own experiences studying and building a career in science. The objectives of these sessions
are:
· To provide an opportunity for the students to have a personal interaction with some
prominent individuals in the eld of Science and Technology.
·

To give students insight into diverse careers and opportunities to which a background in
Science and Technology grants access.

·

To help students make informed decisions on which Science courses to pursue at the tertiary
level, in order to follow their chosen career paths.

·

To encourage students, especially females, to pursue careers in the sciences.

The 2020 edition of the Mentorship Sessions is sponsored by Absa Bank Ghana.

NSMQ INTERCO
The NSMQ Interco is one of the satellite events of the Festival, where we provide the teams some
time away from the competition to de-stress, as well as acquire socialisation and teambuilding skills
through various activities. During the Interco, a myriad of activities including football, boardgames,
and wall climbing are held as a way of not only having fun, but also, encouraging interaction
among the students, old students, teachers and the crew.
The 2020 edition of the NSMQ Interco would not come off due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This is to
ensure that we adhere to the protocols regarding social distancing and large social gatherings and
limit the amount of contact between participants in camp and the outside world.

TOURS
Primetime has, over the years, organised educational Tours (excursions) to various places of interest
for the students, especially to centres of scientic activity, to enable students see Science as
applied in business, research and industry. These tours have taken students to the Cocoa Processing
Company, Blue Skies, Coca Cola Company Limited and Noguchi Memorial Institute. Tours are also
organised to the premises of sponsors, such as the 2019 full day's visit to Academic City College,
where the students toured Mechanical Workstations, a Thermal Engineering Lab and other facilities
of the institution.
Like the NSMQ Interco, the 2020 edition of the Tours would not come off, also due to the COVID-19
pandemic, and the need to limit the participants' interaction with people, and their exposure to the
virus.
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National Science & Maths Quiz
and Science Festival 2020
Regional Level
Highlights of the 2020 Edition of the Regional Qualiers
Every year, Regional Qualiers are organised to select 108 schools across the country to join the 27
seeded schools which made it to the quarter nal stage of the previous edition of the National
Championship. For the 2020 edition, the Regional Qualiers was held in ten regional capitals from
February 10 – March 5, 2020, to select for the rst time, representatives from each of the sixteen (16)
regions in the country. A total of 442 schools participated in the Regional Qualiers, out of which 108
qualied to participate in the National Championship. Have a read of a summary of how the
Qualiers panned out in the various regions.

Western North Region
For several years, schools from the northern part of the erstwhile
Western Region have been unsuccessful at qualifying to the
National Championship. This year, however, schools in the
newly-created regions competed among themselves as
separate units from the old, to ensure representation from each
region. Bibiani SHS and Bia SHTS qualied to represent the
Western North Region at the National Stage, and thus give the
quiz a truly national character.

Western Region
Archbishop Porter Girls' SHS sailed through to the National
Championship with the highest score from the region. They
made 46 points, and were followed by Nsein SHS, who had 40
points. The other schools who qualied to represent the region at
the National Championship are Ahantaman Girls' SHS, Bompeh
SHTS, St. Mary's Boys' SHS and Tarkwa SHS.

Upper West Region
Earlier in the year, there was a news release from the Conference of Heads of Assisted
Secondary Schools (CHASS) that stated that schools would not be able to participate in the
NSMQ due to inadequate funds. Even though this did not pose any problem in
any of the other regions, a majority of the schools in the Upper West Region
failed to show up for their contests. Only two schools – St. Francis Xavier
Junior Seminary and Wa Technical Institute – turned up for their contest.
As the minimum number of schools in a given contest is three, St.
Ignatius of Loyola, a seeded school that was on location, joined the
two schools to compete. Even though Wa Technical Institute lost the
contest, they, together with St. Francis Xavier Junior Seminary and St.
Ignatius of Loyola, would represent the Upper West Region at the
National Championship.
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Central Region
Of all the 16 regions, the average performance of the schools in
the Central Region was the best. More than a half of the schools
that won their contests scored above 40 points, and a number
of the schools that lost their contests scored between 30 and 35
points. Most of the contests were competitive, and for the
second consecutive time, Assin State College, which is
considered an underdog in the region, slayed one of the
“giants” in the academic cycle; Mfantsiman Girls' SHS, a Grade A
school. In 2019, the same contestants, who were then in their
second year, beat Aggrey Memorial Zion SHS; a Grade B School.
Mfantsipim School had a feel of competing at the regional level for the rst time since the Regional
Qualiers was introduced. They had to start this year's campaign from the regional level, since St.
Augustine's College, the reigning Champions, beat them at the One-eighth stage of the 2019
edition of the National Championship. Fortunately for Mfantsipim School, they qualied to the
National Championship, but not after having a bit of a tough time from the team from Jukwa SHTS.

Upper East Region
Compared to the previous years, there was an upward surge in the
performance of the schools in the Upper East Region. As is the
peculiar case in the Upper East Region, seven contests were held
at the rst stage of the competition, after which the seven
winners competed in two contests, with the winners of those two
contests and four top runners-up (highest-scoring losing schools)
qualifying to represent the region. This format was instituted by
the major stakeholders in the region, to ensure that only the best
schools represented the region at the National Championship.

Eastern Region
The Eastern Regional contests witnessed some heart-breaking moments, the most notable of which
was the contest that featured St. Roses SHS. The girls put up a very good performance, however,
much to their chagrin, they lost the contest, with an impressive score of 41 points, to Asamankese
SHS. In similar fashion, Ghana SHS, Koforidua also lost their contest, with 41 points, to St. Martin's SHS.
The most painful part of this loss was the fact that St. Martin's SHS beat Ghana SHS by only three
points.
The most impressive of all the contests in the Eastern Region was the
12th contest that featured Koforidua SHTS, Oda SHS, Asesewa SHS
and Kwahu Ridge SHTS. Between Koforidua SHTS and Oda SHS
was a heated contest that saw an anxious bunch of supporters in
both camps. In the middle of the contest, however, Koforidua
SHTS gained an overwhelming momentum that saw them
winning the contest with 62 points; the highest score recorded in
the Eastern Region, with Oda SHS placing second with 38 points.
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North East Region
Three schools – Walewale SHTS, Nalerigu SHTS and Bunkpurugu SHS –
competed for a slot at the National Championship, and after four
rounds of competition, Walewele SHS emerged winners to represent
the North East Region at the National Championship.

Savannah Region
In the Savannah Region, Ndewura Jakpa SHTS, Salaga SHS,
Damongo SHS and T.I. AMASS, Salaga competed for one National
Championship slot. At the end of the day, Damongo SHS emerged
victorious, with little competition from their contenders, to
represent the Savannah Region at the National Championship.

Northern Region
Compared to previous years, the performance of the schools in the
Northern Region was very impressive this year. The most impressive
of all the ve contests was the second contest that featured
Northern School of Business, Zabzugu SHS, Tatale E.P. Agric SHS,
Karaga SHS and Gushegu SHS. Northern School of Business won the
contest with 51 points, while Zabzugu SHS lost with an impressive
score of 46 points. Fortunately for Zabzugu SHS, there were two
vacant National Championship slots available, and as one of the two
top runners-up in the entire Regional Qualiers, they picked one of the slots
to participate in the National Championship. These vacant slots became available from the
Upper West Regional Qualiers, where only two schools participated to pick two out of their four
allocated slots.

Oti Region
The Oti Regional Qualiers was quite interesting, with Oti SHTS being
the rst to qualify to represent the region at the National
Championship. The other schools that would represent the region at
the National Championship are Bueman SHS, Kadjebi Asato SHS
and St. Mary's SHS, Lolobi.

Volta Region
The Volta Region recorded some very impressive scores. Three
schools – Mawuli School, OLA SHS and Bishop Herman College –
scored above 50 points, with Bishop Herman College earning the
highest score of 67 points. A majority of the other qualifying scores
were within the 30s.
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Ahafo Region
The dream of Bomaa SHS to make it to the National Championship a
second time was quashed, when Mim SHS beat them in the rst
Ahafo Regional contest. In 2019, Bomaa SHS made their rst
appearance at the National Championship by beating Mim SHS at
the Regional Qualiers. Mim SHS, together with Acherensua SHS and
PRESEC SHS, Bechem will represent the Ahafo Region at the National
Championship.

Bono East Region
The Bono East Regional Qualiers was exhilarating. The climax of the
Qualiers was the second contest that featured Our Lady of Mount
Carmel Girls' SHS, St. Francis Seminary SHS and Kwame Danso SHTS.
The ladies were absolutely remarkable, sending their supporters into
a frenzy with their smashing performance, and ending the game
with 74 points, the second highest overall score of the Regional
Qualiers.

Bono Region
As a programme that aims to whip up interest in the study of Science
and Maths among females, it is always a delight to see an all-female
school perform impressively on stage. Competing against six smart
boys in the third contest of the Bono Regional Qualiers, the girls
from Notre Dame, made every possible effort to win the contest,
and they did so gracefully, with a score margin of 26 points on their
closest contender, Badu SHTS, who lost with 11 points.
Sunyani SHS drew the curtain on the Bono Regional Qualiers with a
stellar performance that wowed the audience. Winning with 75 points over
rivals, St. James Seminary SHS, put Sunyani SHS in the enviable position of being one of the two
schools with the overall highest score of the 2020 Regional Qualiers.

Greater Accra
The most anticipated contest of the Greater Accra Regional Qualiers was
the rst contest, which featured St. Thomas Aquinas SHS, Accra High
School, Presec, Osu, Christian Methodist SHS and Presec, Tema. Many
thought it would be an intense battle between Accra High School and
St. Thomas Aquinas SHS, however, it was quite a smooth journey for the
“Toms.”
Holy Trinity Cathedral SHS ended their seven-year drought at the
National Championship by winning their contest with 35 points. Even
better was the fact that Holy Trinity Cathedral SHS got the chance of
taking a sweet revenge on Ada SHS, who crushed their dream of making it
to the National Championship in 2019.
Another exciting contest was the fourth contest, where Tema Methodist SHS established their
mission; to win, and they did so admiringly by winning the contest with 50 points, the highest score
recorded in the Greater Accra Regional Qualiers.
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Ashanti Region
One word dened the Ashanti Regional Qualiers; FIREWORKS! Most of the
contests thrilled both the physical and social media audiences.
One contest that many people looked forward to was the penultimate
one that featured Anglican SHS, Kumasi Ko Agyei SHS, Bonwire SHTS
and Sakaa Islamic SHS. In 2019, The Anglican SHS contestants, then in
their second year, represented their school at the National
Championship, and their performance was outstanding. Even though
they lost at the One-eighth Stage of the contest to Opoku Ware School by
one point, everyone who watched the contest anticipated that Anglican
SHS would come back in 2020 as a formidable team. Thus all eyes were on them
when they mounted the stage to compete for a slot at the National Championship, and they
did not disappoint. They won the contest effortlessly with a whopping 75 points; the highest
overall score in the Regional Qualiers.
Asanteman SHS lost their contest with 47 points, however, they picked the last vacant slot of
the Upper West Region, as one of the two top runners-up of the overall Regional Qualiers.

PRIZES FOR REGIONAL QUALIFIERS
All the schools who won with a score below 40 points received a cash prize of Gh¢1000, while
schools that won with 40 points and above received a cash prize of GH¢1,500

REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Regional Championships was introduced in 2019 and piloted in the Greater Accra and Central
regions. The idea of the Regional Championship is to among other things:
Give the qualied schools an opportunity to test the strength of their teams against other
top teams
To afford seeded schools the opportunity to prepare well for the National Championship, as
they would not get the opportunity to compete till the One-eighth Stage of the National
Championship
To add to the excitement of the competition at the Regional level
The 2020 edition of the Regional Championships, which was sponsored by Absa Bank Ghana Ltd.,
were held in the Central, Greater Accra and Eastern regions. The production of the planned
Championships in the Volta - Oti Zone, Ashanti Region and Bono-Ahafo Zone had to be postponed
due to the outbreak of the coronavirus in Ghana.

Highlights of the Regional Championships
Central Region
The Central Regional Championship came off on February 15, 2020 at
the University of Cape Coast SMS Auditorium. The ten Regional
Qualiers, together with the ve seeded schools of the region, balloted
to participate in the rst stage of the competition. When Mfantsipim
School (Botwe) balloted to compete against St. Augustine's College
(Augusco), a number of people thought that was a perfect
opportunity for Botwe to pay Augusco back for the heavy thrashing
Augusco gave Botwe at the One-eighth Stage of NSMQ 2019. Alas, the
Augusco boys beat Botwe again, to progress to the Final Stage of the
competition.
Wesley Girls' High School and Holy Child School also won their individual contests to progress to the
Final Stage. Augusco took an early lead in the nal contest and dominated till the nal round, where
Wesley Girls' High School picked three out of the four riddles to win.
NSMQ 2020 LAUNCH
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Greater Accra
On March 11, 2020, 13 schools, which comprised eight Regional
Qualiers and ve seeded schools, participated in the Greater Accra
Regional Championship at the New Assembly Hall of Achimota
School. Presbyterian Boys Secondary School, Legon, Accra
Academy and Chemu SHS, emerged winners of their individual
contests to meet at the Final Stage of the Regional Championship.
After an impressive performance at the rst stage of the
Championship, Accra Academy was touted by many to carry the
day, however, Presbyterian Boys Secondary School turned out to be
the stronger of the two, and won the title of Regional Champions of the
2020 edition of the Greater Accra Regional Championship.

Eastern Region
In the Eastern Region, the 16 Regional Qualiers, together with the
three seeded schools in the region, balloted to participate in a twoday Regional Championship, which came off on March 13 and 14,
2020 at the Assembly Hall of Oyoko Methodist SHS.
The most exciting of all the contests was the third contest of the rst
stage of the Championship, where all the four participating schools
tried their best to remain in the lead after each round. At the end of
the third round, both Presby SHTS, Osino and Akwamuman SHS had tied
at 26 points. In the nal round, Presby SHTS, Osino managed to pick one of
the riddles on the rst clue for ve points, to win the contest with 31 points.
Competing with Presby SHTS, Osino, Pope John SHS and Oti Boateng SHS in the nal stage, St.
Peter's SHS had a practically free ride, and won the contest with a 16-point margin, to be
crowned Champions of the maiden edition of the Eastern Regional Championship.

PRIZES FOR REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Central Region
First Place:

A cash prize of GH¢2500.00 and a Plaque

Second Place:

A cash prize of GH¢2000.00

Third Place:

A cash prize of GH¢1,500.00

Greater Accra and Eastern Regions
With sponsorship from Absa Bank Ghana, the prize package for the Regional Championship
was enhanced, and this took effect from the Greater Accra Regional Championship
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First Place:

A cash prize of GH¢4000.00 and a plaque

Second Place:

A cash prize of GH¢3000.00

Third Place:

A cash prize of GH¢2000.00

Fourth Place:

A cash prize of GH¢1000.00
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REGIONAL QUIZ MODERATORS
The six quiz moderators below did an excellent job at moderating the 16 Regional Qualiers and the
three Regional Championships in the various regions:
1

Dr. Thelma Ohene-Agyei, a lecturer at the School of Pharmacy, University of Ghana, Legon
moderated the Central Regional Qualiers and Championship.

2

Mr. Fii Hope, Assistant Headmaster of Jukwa SHS, moderated the Western, Western North
and Ashanti Regional Qualiers.

3

Mr. James William Akanpulinba, a tutor at Tamale SHS, moderated the Upper West, Upper
East, North East, Savannah and Northern Regional Qualiers.

4

Mrs. Rachel Annoh, a tutor at Okuapemman School moderated the Eastern Regional
Qualiers and Championship, as well as the Oti and Volta Regional Qualiers.

5

Dr. Anita Oppong-Quaicoe, a lecturer at the Chemistry Department of the University of
Ghana, Legon, and a member of Ghana National College's 2005 NSMQ team, moderated
the Eastern Regional Qualier which featured Okuapemman School, since Mrs Rachel
Annoh, the Eastern Regional Quiz moderator, is a tutor at Okuapemman School. Dr.
Oppong-Quaicoe also moderated the Ahafo, Bono East and Bono Regional Qualiers.

6

Mrs. Gladys Odey Schwinger, a PhD. candidate in Environmental Science at the Institute of
Environment and Sanitation Studies, School of Biological Sciences, University of Ghana,
moderated the Greater Accra Regional Qualiers and Regional Championship.

Regional Sci-Tech Fair
The 2020 edition of the Regional Sci-Tech Fair was largely successful, with most of the students in the
various regions exhibiting ingenious projects. Below are some of the projects that were displayed:
FOOD DRYER:
Students from Achimota School designed the Food
Dryer with a number of affordable materials, including
mica plastic and aluminium foil, which is meant to trap
heat in the container. Food dried in this container dries
faster than food dried directly in the sun, while
maintaining its nutrients.

AUTOMATED DUSTBIN SYSTEM:
The Robotics Club of Ghana Secondary Technical School
(GSTS) presented an Automated Dustbin System, which
operates on codes to perform various tasks, including
movement and object detection.

AUTOMATED MOWING MACHINE:
Students from Tarkwa SHS presented a homemade
Automated Mowing Machine, which is noiseless and needs
no fuel, or manpower to operate.
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CRASH AND COLLISION-REDUCTION HIGHWAY PROJECT:
This was designed to address some major causes of road
accidents in Ghana, including sharp curves, steep
slopes, potholes and road debris.

SERIES CONNECTION QUESTION AND ANSWER BOARD:
This was built by students from Winneba SHS, using
cardboard and a number of connected wires and
sensors. It functions by a number of connected series,
which have been designed to detect what is right or
wrong. On the cardboard are a number of questions with
multiple choice answers. A tap on the right answer emits
light, whereas a tap on the wrong answer emits nothing.
The inspiration behind this is to make learning more fun, as
well as to entice people to learn more about series
connections.

SMART DUSTBIN:
Students from Tamale Girls' SHS designed the Smart
Dustbin. The idea behind this innovation is to present a
safe means of disposing waste by helping users avoid
contracting infections during the process of waste
disposal. Using an ultrasonic sensor and a metal gear, the
lid lifts by itself, opening the bin and closing after a
designated time. This would prevent bacteria left on the
bin from being passed on to individuals, as they would
not have to touch the bin to dispose of waste.

MOTION SECURITY:
This system, presented by Sekyedumase SHTS,
detects motion when connected, using a bulb that
lights up when the sensor detects motion. According
to the team, this can be used in both homes and
industries as a security measure.

AUTOMATIC CLOTH LINE:
This system is designed to take clothes from the line into
a shady area, in the event of rainfall and bring them
back to the line when the rain subsides.
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REGIONAL MENTORSHIP SESSIONS
At the 2020 edition of the Regional Mentorship Sessions, Primetime collaborated with Junior Camp
Ghana in bringing together some seasoned speakers across the country to mentor the students in
the various regions. Below are the mentors and the highlights of their session:

WESTERN & WESTERN NORTH REGIONS
Mr. Samuel Kyei Danquah: a Project Engineer at ArtHub
Engineering, shared his life experience with the students to inspire
them.

UPPER EAST REGION
Mr Richard Azunre: a lecturer at the Bolgatanga Technical
University and brother of NSMQ legend, Paul Azunre (Opoku Ware
School 2002), spoke to the students about careers in STEM and
advised the girls, especially, to be serious with STEM education. He
shared the life stories of some famous scientists, drawing parallels
between their lives and those of the students.

Dr Allan Balaara: a lecturer at the Bolgatanga Technical
University, spoke to the students about architecture and the
possibility of pursuing careers in architecture with a
background in Science, Maths and even Visual Arts.

CENTRAL REGION
Mr. Richard Essuman: a Software Developer at the Central
Regional Development Commission (CEDECOM), and an
alumnus of Adisadel College shared his life experience and
career as a Software Developer with the students to inspire them.

Dr. Abigail Serwaa Boateng: she had an interactive session with
the students on sexual health and what better day to talk about
sex and its related issues, than on Valentine's Day. Dr. Boateng is a
resident OB-GYN at the Cape Coast Teaching Hospital, and an
old Girl of St. Rose's Girls' SHS.
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NORTH EAST, SAVANNAH & NORTHERN REGIONS
Dr Kennedy Kubuga: spoke to the students about managing their
time effectively to yield the best results. Dr Kubuga is the CEO of
BoldTech ICT Solutions, and a lecturer at the Tamale Technical
University.

Mr. Mohammed Jaward Mohammed: the Managing Director of
Moward Link Ventures, spoke to the students about careers in
STEM and the importance of volunteerism.

EASTERN REGION
Mr. Stephen Nyande: a Food Processing Engineer, and a former
Quality Assurance Ofcer at Kasapreko. Mr. Nyande is also one of
the co-founders of Trinved Hub, a virtual hub that seeks to develop,
empower and motivate the youth in technology and
entrepreneurial skills. He shared his personal experience as a Food
Processing Engineer with the students, and his journey to becoming
one.

Ms. Portia Korantemaa Otoo: a Physician Assistant at the Akuse
Government Hospital. Ms. Otoo is the founder of Women Who
Stand Out, a movement that seeks to bring out the leader and
social helper in every female. She is also the co-founder of Podel
Impact International, a leadership, motivation and philanthropy
group. Ms. Otoo educated the students on the role of a Physician
Assistant in healthcare facilities.

Dr. Stephen Manortey: a lecturer at the Ensign College of Public
Health in Kpong, Eastern Region. Dr. Manortey serves as both the
Head of Academic Programmes and Biostatistics Unit and an
Adjunct Assistant Professor to the Department of Family and
Preventive Medicine at the University of Utah, USA. He had an
interactive session with the students, as well as the teachers after
telling them how he rose through the ranks to become a
lecturer.

Mr. Charles Annang Darko: a Software Engineer at 192g Company
Limited in Koforidua and the Managing Director of Virtual
Applications Ghana. Mr. Darko spoke to the students about the
tenets of Software Engineering.
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AHAFO, BONO EAST & BONO REGIONS
Dr. Richard Selormey: a maxillofacial surgeon and Head of the
Dental department at the St. Elizabeth Catholic Hospital, Hwidiem.
A previous mentor at both Regional and National levels, Dr.
Selormey shared his experience from Keta SHTS during his
secondary school days and other lessons he has learnt along his
journey as a medical practitioner and personal development
professional.

Mr. Dominic Kornu: an information architect, he provided some
insights into his eld of work, which was very new to many in
attendance

Mr. Asumadu Tabiri Kwayie: a lecturer at the Materials Engineering
department of the Sunyani Technical University. He shared with the
students his career journey and the prospects of a materials
engineer.

ASHANTI REGION
Mr. Harry Akligoh: an MPhil. candidate in Molecular Medicine at the
Kwame Nkrumah University of Science & Technology (KNUST). He
spoke to the students about making wise career choices.

Dr. Samuel Tinagyei: an optometrist who taught the students about
the various styles of learning, and how they can study effectively.
He also shared his fond memories as a former contestant of the
competition.

Mrs. Lorraine Sallah: a lecturer at the School of Medical Sciences at
KNUST. She had an interesting session with the students when she
spoke to them about her research in the eld of physiology and how
she balances her personal life and work as a career woman.
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Mr. Michael Afrifa: co-founder of Dext Technology, developers of
the Science Set, a system which helps convert scientic theories
into everyday applications. Mr. Afrifa spoke with the students about
managing their time effectively in order to make the most of it.

GREATER ACCRA REGION
Dr. Paul Owusu Donkor: a lecturer at the School of Pharmacy,
University of Ghana, Legon. Dr. Donkor advised the students to
explore elds of the sciences other than Medicine and Engineering.
He is an alumnus of Opoku Ware School.

Mr. Gamel San Karl: some years ago, Mr. San Karl suffered a broken
heart, which tore him completely. As part of the healing process, he
decided to put his experience on paper, and that was when he
realised writing was actually his forte, from which he has since built a
career. From this experience, he advised the students to see
negative things that happen in their lives as a path to positive things
yet to happen. Mr. San Karl is a lecturer in Mental Health and
Psychological Counselling with the College of Holistic Medicine.

VOLTA & OTI REGIONS
Dr. Abraham Gaitu: a trained and licensed Optometrist from the
University of Cape Coast, entrepreneur and business enthusiast.
Passionate about bringing positive change among the youth, Dr.
Gaitu motivated the students to grab the numerous opportunities
around them, and use them to their advantage. He is an alumnus of
St. Mary's Sem./SHS, Lolobi.

Ms. Pamela Klutse: a Speech and Language Therapist Intern at the
University of Health & Allied Sciences, Ho and the Ho Teaching
Hospital. She is a tech enthusiast, and passionate about providing
solutions to problems. Ms. Klutse had an interactive session with the
students, teaching them how to set meaningful goals and working
towards achieving them. She is an old student of Mawuli School.
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SCHOOLS THAT PARTICIPATED
IN THE REGIONAL QUALIFIERS
WESTERN NORTH REGION
Bia SHTS
Sefwi Wiaso SHS
Nana Brentu SHS
Juaboso SHS
Sefwi Bekwai SHS
Bodi SHS
Bibiani SHTS
Nsawoara SHS
Sefwi Wiawso SHTS
Asawinso SHS
Dadieso SHS
WESTERN REGION
Archbishop Porter Girls' SHS
Sekindi College
Shama SHS
Daboase SHTS
Tarkwa SHS
Annor Adjaye SHS
Nkroful Agric SHS
Huni Valley SHS
Asankragwa SHS
Nsein SHS
Fijai SHS
Esiama SHS
Benso SHS
Methodist SHS
Manso Amen SHS
St. Mary's Boys SHS
Fiaseman SHS
Amenman SHS
Baidoe Bonsoe SHTS
Axim Girls' SHS
Ahantaman Girls' SHS
Nsawora SHS
Sefwi Wiawso SHTS
Asawinso SHS
Dadieso SHS
Bompeh SHTS
Uthman Bin Affan SHS
Diabene SHTS
Prestea SHTS
Bonzo Kaku SHS
Asankragwa SHTS

CENTRAL REGION
Apam SHS
Aburaman SHS
Mozano SHS
Enyan Denkyira SHS
Assin North SHS
Ghana National College
Assin Manso SHS
Kwegyir Aggrey SHS
Brakwa SHS
Agona Fankobaa SHS
T.I. AMASS, Potsin
Breman Asikuma SHS
Nsaba Presby SHS
Bisease SHS
Gomoa SHS
Mfantsipim School
Jukwa SHTS
Abakrampa SHS
Senya SHS
Assin Nsuta SHS:
Egaufo Abrem SHS
Edinaman SHS
Efutu SHS
Fettehman SHS
Swedru School of Business
Winneba SHS
Academy of Christ the King
Dunkwa SHS
Mando SHS
Obiri Yeboah SHS
Mankessim SHS
Aggrey Memorial Zion SHS
J.E.A Mills SHS
Ekum T.I. AMASS
Odoben SHS
Gyaase SHS
Holy Child School
Twifo Praso SHS
Komenda SHS
Namonwura SHS
Nyankumasi SHS
Assin State College
Mfantsiman Girls' SHS
Kwanyako SHS
Adankwaman SHS

Odupong SHS
Swedru SHS
Hope College
Oguaa SHTS
Methodist High School
Nyakrom SHS
GREATER ACCRA REGION
St. Thomas Aquinas SHS
Accra High School
Presec, Osu
Christian Methodist SHS
Presec, Tema
Ghanata SHS
Forces SHS
Accra Girls' SHS
Nungua SHS
Ningo SHTS
West Africa SHS
Ebenezer SHS
Odorgonno SHS
Kpone Comm. SHS
Tema Methodist SHS
O'Reilly SHS
Ashaiman SHS
Osudoku SHS
Holy Trinity Catholic SHS
Ada SHS
Presec, Teshie
Amasaman SHS
OLAM SHS
Labone SHS
Tema Secondary School
Presby SHS, La
Kwabenya SHS
St. Margaret Mary SHS
Wesley Grammar School
Ada SHTS
Kinbu SHS
St. Mary's SHS
Fafraha Comm. SHS
St. John's Grammar School
Tema Methodist SHS
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UPPER WEST REGION
St. Francis Xavier Junior Sem
St. Ignatius of Loyola SHS
Wa Tech. Institute
EASTERN REGION
Aburi Girls' SHS
Apeguso SHS
Tarkrowase Comm. SHS
Attafuah SHTS
Aburi Presby SHTS
Krobo Girls' SHS
Nkwakaw SHS
St. Dominic SHTS
Nkwatia Presby SHTS
Presby SHS, Begoro
Akuse Methodist SHTS
SDA SHS, Asokore
St. Paul's SHS, Asakraka
Osino Presby SHTS
Mampong Presby SHS
Presby SHTS, Larteh
Achiase SHS
Presby SHTS, Kraboa Coaltar
Asamankese SHS
St. Rose's SHS
Asuom SHS
Akim Asafo SHS
New Nsutam SHTS
Adonten SHS
St. Francis SHTS
Methodist Girls' SHS, Mamfe
Donkorkrom Agric SHS
St. Michael's SHS
Abuakwa State College
SDA SHS, Akyem Sekyere
New Abirem/Afosu SHS
Ayirebi SHS
Klo-Agogo SHS
St. Martin's SHS
Ghana SHS, Koforidua
Oyoko Methodist SHS
Oda SHS
Akwamuman SHS
Presby SHS, Adeiso
Anum Apapam Comm. SHS
Kibi SHTS
St. Stephen's SHS
Oyoko Methodist SHS
Kwahu Tafo SHS
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Nifa SHS
Suhum SHS
Akim Swedru SHS
Presby SHS, Adukrom
H'Mount Sinai
Bepong SHS
Mangoase SHS
Koforidua SHTS
Oda SHS
Asesewa SHS
Kwahu Ridge SHS
WBM Zion SHS
Manya Krobo SHS
New Juaben SHS
Kwaobaah Nyanoah SHS
Presby SHS, Abeti
Savior SHS
Presby SHS, Anum
Akroso SHTS
Akokoaso SHTS
Benkum SHS
Okuapeman School
Maame Krobo Comm. SHS
Apeguso SHS
Ofori Panin SHS
Presby SHS, Suhum
Pentecost SHS
Adjena SHTS
OTI REGION
Oti SHTS
Nkwanta Comm. SHTS
Krachi SHTS
Dodi Papase SHTS
Bueman SHS
Nkwanta SHS
Kpassa SHTS
St. Mary's Sem./SHS, Lolobi
Akpafu SHTS
Nkonya SHS
Kadjebi-Asato SHS
Krachi SHS
Likpe SHS
VOLTA REGION
Sogakope SHS
Wovenu SHTS
Peki SHS
Kpedze SHS
Vapko SHS
Abor SHS

Alavanyo SHS
Three-Town SHS
Akatsi SHTS
Awudome SHS
Sokode SHS
Ave SHS
Zion College
St. Paul's SHS, Denu
St. Catherine's SHS
Sonrise SHS
Hohoe EP SHS
Some SHS
Dabala SHS
OLA SHS, Ho
Tongor SHTS
Dorfor SHS
Mawuli School
Adaklu SHS
Anfoega SHS
Bishop Herman College
Dzolo SHS
Agotime SHS
Anlo SHS
Keta Business College
Aveyime Battor SHTS
Tsito SHS
Battor SHS
Anlo-Aadenyibga SHS
Adidome SHS
EPC Mawuko Girls' SHS
Klikor SHTS
Dzodze Penyi SHS
St. Kizito SHS
Weta SHS
BONO EAST REGION
Akum Ameyaw SHTS
Atebubu SHS
Prang SHS
Guakro Effah SHS
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel Girls' SHS
St. Francis Seminary SHS
Kwame Danso SHTS
Kintampo SHS
Yeji SHTS
Kajaji SHS
Kesse Basahyia SHS
Techiman SHS
Nkoranza SHTS
Amanten SHS
Jema SHS:

UPPER EAST REGION
Zamse SHTS
Zuarungu SHS
Nabango SHS
Tempane SHS
Bolgatanga SHS
Paga SHS
Kanjarga SHS
Navrongo SHS
Mirigu SHS
Kongo SHS
Gowrie SHTS
Awe SHTS
Zebilla SHTS
St. John's SHTS
Kusanaba SHS
Sandema SHS
Bawku SHTS
Chiana SHS
Sandema SHTS
Sirigu Integrated SHS
Bongo SHS
Bawku Technical Institute
Notre Dame SHS
Bolgatanga Girls' SHS
Bawku SHS
Fumbisi SHS
NORTH EAST REGION
Walewale SHTS
Nalerigu SHS
Bunkpurugu SHTS
SAVANNAH REGION
Damongo SHS
Ndewura Japka SHTS
Salaga SHS
T.I. AMASS, Salaga
AHAFO REGION
Mim SHS
Bomaa SHS
Ahafoman SHTS
Dermaa SHS
Presec, Bechem
Serwaa Kesse Girls' SHS
Hwidiem SHS
Acherensua SHS
OLA Girls' SHS, Kenyasi
Boakye Tromo SHTS

NORTHERN REGION
Anbariya SHS
Presby SHS, Tamale
Pong Tamale SHS
Kumbungu SHS
Northern School of Business
Zabzugu SHS
Tatale E.P Agric SHS
Karaga SHS
Gushegu SHS
Tamale Girls' SHS
Savelugu SHS
Wulensi SHS
Yendi SHS
Vitting SHS
Tamale Islamic Science SHS
Business SHS
Kpandai SHS
St. Charles Minor Sem. SHS
Kalpohin SHS
Tolon SHS
Dagbon State SHS
BONO REGION
Sacred Heart SHS
Nafana Presby SHS
Goka SHTS
Drobo SHS
Wenchi Methodist SHS
Istiqaama SHS
Notre Dame Girls' SHS
Badu SHTS
Nkoranman SHS
Nkrankwanta SHS
Berekum SHS
Berekum Presby SHS
Twene Amanfo SHTS
Chiraa SHS
Odomaseman SHS
Methodist SHTS, Berekum
Nsawkaw SHS
Sunyani SHS
St. James Seminary SHS
Dormaa SHS
Sumaman SHS
ASHANTI REGION
Efduase Snr High Comm. Sch
T.I. AMASS, Fomena
Akomadan SHS
Dompoase SHS

Kumasi Sec. Tech. Sch
Presby SHS, Bompata
Yaa Asantewaa Girls' SHS
Ofoase SHTS
Jachie Pramso SHS
Kwasi Oppong SHS
Our Lady of Grace SHS
Oppong Memorial SHS
Agogo State College
Tweneboa Kodua SHS
Christ the King SHS, Obuasi
Gyaaman Pensan SHTS
Simms SHS
Konongo-Odumase SHS
Mansoman SHS
Konadu Yiadom SHS
Afua Kobi Ampem Girls' SHS
Akfrofoum SHS
Kumasi Wesley Girls'
Wesley SHS, Bekwai
KNUST SHS
Okomfo Anokye SHS
Amaniampong SHS
Agona SHTS
Wesley High School, Konongo
St. Hubert Seminary SHS
Asanteman SHS
St. Louis SHS
Ejisu SHTS
Kumasi High School
St. Joseph SHTS, Ahwiren
Adanwomase SHS
St. Jerome SHS
Osei Tutu SHS
Agona SDA SHS
St. Joseph Sem. SHS, Mampong
Namong SHTS
Nsutaman Catholic SHS
Collins SHS
Mankraso SHS
Ghana Muslim Mission SHS
T.I. AMASS Girls', Asokore
Islamic SHS, Kumasi
Juaso SHTS
Nyinahin Catholic SHS
Antoa SHS
SDA SHS, Bekwai
Barekese SHS
Mabang SHTS
Dadease Agric SHS
Adu Gyma SHTS
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ASHANTI CONT’D...
Mpasatia SHS
Aduman SHS
Jacobu SHTS
Dwamena Akenten SHS
Adventist SHS, Bantama
Osei Tutu II College
Toase SHS
Kumasi Girls' SHS
Ejisuman SHS
Osei Kyeretwie SHS
Serwaa Nyarko Girls' SHS
Bosome SHTS
Agric Nzema Community SHS
St. Mary's Girls' SHS, Konongo
Adugyama SHS
Uthmaniya SHS
Adventist Girls' SHS
Armed Forces' SHTS
Achinakrom SHS
Asare Bediako SHS
Sekyedumase SHS
Anglican SHS, Kumasi
Ko Agyei SHS
Bonwire SHTS
Sakaa Islamic SHS
St. Monica's SHS
Nkawie SHTS
Juaben SHS
Al-Azahariya Islamic SHS

When
news broke
that Ghana had
recorded its rst
case of the COVID-19
pandemic, it was clear
that organising the
competition the usual way
would be impossible. Fortunately,
since Primetime had nished organising the Regional
Qualiers, there was the need to postpone the National
Championship, which is usually organised in June and July
every year, to allow us some time to re-strategise.

CHAMPIONSHIP

Thus, after several months of brainstorming ways Primetime
could organise the Quiz without exposing participants to the
risk of contracting the virus, Primetime came up with a plan,
which was embraced by our major stakeholders, and is as
follows:

Phase One – Preliminary Stage
Unlike in previous years, where the Preliminary Stage of the
National Championship was organised in Accra, the
Preliminary Stage of the 2020 edition of the National
Championship would be organised in eight regional capitals.
Some of the regions would merge to form zones, while others
would stand alone as individual regions. Schools in the various
regions and zones would compete among themselves to
qualify to the One-eighth Stage of the competition. There
would be a total of forty (40) contests at the Preliminary Stage,
and winners from these contests, together with fourteen (14)
top runners-up from nationwide, would join the 27 seeded
schools to compete at the One-eighth Stage of the
competition.

Balloting for the Preliminary Stage
Balloting for the Preliminary Stage would be conducted today,
September 1, 2020 at the Launch event of NSMQ 2020, by
representatives from the Director-General of the Ghana
Education Service (GES) and other dignitaries.

Phase Two – One-eighth Stage – Final Stage

NOVEL FORMAT
OF THE NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP
OF NSMQ 2020
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The 40 winners from the Preliminary Stage of the competition,
and the 14 top runners-up would join the 27 seeded schools to
compete at the One-eighth Stage of the competition in
Accra. At the One-eighth Stage, contests would be held
simultaneously at two venues, to reduce the number of
competition days at this level.
The Quarternal to the Final stages would be held at one
venue only, as has always been the practice. The 27 winners
from the One-eighth Stage would compete at the Quarternal
Stage, out of which nine schools would progress to the Seminal Stage to battle for the three seats at the Grand Finale.
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COVID-19 Protocols for NSMQ 2020
To eliminate a possible spread of the COVID-19 Virus among the participants of NSMQ 2020,
Primetime has put in place a number of measures that must be strictly adhered to.
·

All participants would undergo a mandatory COVID-19 test before the One-eighth Stage of
the competition begins.

·

This year, the competition is closed to the general public. A contingent of six people per
school – three students, two teachers and one driver only – would be allowed into the
competition venue.
NB: Finalists would be allowed a limited number of supporters.

·

All participants are to wear nose masks at all times.

·

All working areas, including contestants' working space and door handles, would be
disinfected regularly.

·

We understand that some actions are spontaneous, especially when it comes to a
competition of this nature, however, we would advise that hugging, handshakes and other
forms of physical contact among contestants be reduced to the barest minimum.

·

Hand-washing stations would be placed at vantage points of the competition venues and
the various halls of residence All participants are strongly advised to wash and sanitise their
hands frequently.

·

Teachers, drivers and all others who are 55 years and older are advised to stay away from
the competition venues, or reside in the halls of residence.

Personnel from the University of Ghana Medical Centre and the Noguchi Memorial Institute would
give us the necessary support to ensure that all the participants of NSMQ 2020 are safe.

Calendar

of Activities
Preliminary Stage
SEPTEMBER 8 – 17, 2020
Greater Accra
SEPT. 8, 2020

Western Zone
SEPT. 10, 2020

Northern Zone
SEPT. 10 & 11, 2020

Central Zone
SEPT. 11, 2020

Bono - Ahafo Zone
SEPT. 14 & 15, 2020

Eastern Zone
SEPT. 14 & 15, 2020

Ashanti Zone
SEPT. 17 & 18, 2020

Volta - Oti Zone
SEPT. 17 & 18, 2020
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SEPT. 21
& 22, 2020

Arrival of Schools

SEPT. 21
& 22, 2020

COVID-19 Tests

SEPT. 28 –
OCT. 1, 2020

OCT. 2 –
4, 2020

OCT. 6,
2020

OCT. 8,
2020

One-eighth Stage

Quarternal Stage

Seminal Stage

Grand Finale

Rules of the Competition
1.

Team composition
1.1

Knock-out basis: Schools compete on a knock-out basis where losers are eliminated
through the various stages to the nals.

1.2 Three (3) Schools elding two (2) contestants each, working as a team, compete in each
contest. Questions are posed to the school and not to individuals, so either team-member
can answer.
1.3 Substitutions: The third contestant can be substituted for any of the two contestants on
stage. However:
1.3.1 Substitution is purely optional and the prerogative of the teacher.
1.3.2 It can be done once only in each contest. Once this single opportunity is used up, teams
would have to make do with the team on stage.
1.3.3 A teacher who wishes to make a substitution would have to notify the Primetime
Production Supervisor ahead of the round at which the substitution will be effected.
1.3.4 Substitutions can only be done before the beginning of a round.
1.3.5 Substitution cannot be done beyond the break at the end of the Problem of the Day
(Round Three).

2.0 Selection of participating schools
The 135 participating schools are made up of the following:
2.1 The 27 Quarter Finalists of the 2019 Competition. These schools are seeded and have
automatic entry to the One-eighth Stage of the 2020 edition.
2.2 The 108 winners of the Regional Qualiers of NSMQ 2020 would compete at the Preliminary
Stage of the Competition.
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3.0 Content and Rules of the Contest
There will be ve rounds of competition per contest.
3.1 Round 1 – General Questions on Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics: This round
tests students' understanding of scientic concepts and theories, especially those that
reect Science and Mathematics as applied to our everyday life situations. Here, the
contestants apply the science they learn at school to their immediate surroundings in
practical terms. Questions are posed in sets of equal strength so that no school has an
advantage in “softness,” or is disadvantaged in the “toughness” of questions. Contestants
have 10 seconds to answer a question, and it is on one attempt only. A correct answer gives
three (3) points. If the school is unsuccessful, the question is thrown to the other schools to
ring the bell for the opportunity to answer the question as a bonus. The rst school to ring the
bell answers the question for one (1) point if correct, or have one (1) point deducted from
the points it has already accrued if the answer is incorrect. Since this bonus attempt will only
be made available to the rst school to ring the bell, this deduction is meant to deter schools
from deliberately or maliciously blocking other schools from attempting to answer that
bonus question.
3.2 Round 2 – Speed Race: Questions are thrown to all schools, and the rst to answer correctly
gets three (3) points. Should the answer be wrong, the other two schools are given the
opportunity to ring the bell to answer the question for two (2) points if correct. If that answer is
wrong, the third school is given the opportunity to answer the question, but for one (1) point
this time round. Incorrect answers attract a penalty point.
3.3 Round 3 – Problem of the Day: A complex question that requires the use of multiple
concepts, principles or formulae is given to all schools at the same time. Schools have four
(4) minutes to present their solution on the board for adjudication by the Quiz
Mistress. The Quiz Mistress explains the solution to the problem as proposed by the team of
Consultants, before awarding marks to the schools. “The Problem of the Day” is worth 10
points.
3.4 Round 4 – True or False: The Quiz Mistress makes a statement to each school and the team is
to answer if the statement is true or false. A correct answer gives two (2) points, while an
incorrect answer causes the school to lose one point from the points it has already accrued.
The objective of deducting points is to stop the contestants from guessing. The question is
thrown to the other schools, with the same rules, if the rst school declines to answer. The rst
school to ring the bell gets the opportunity to answer the question. Schools have 10 seconds
within which to answer their statement.
3.5 Round 5 – Riddles: There are four (4) riddles in this round and each question is open to all
schools. A series of clues to each riddle is given, and the rst school to press the bell is allowed
to answer. If the answer is wrong, that school can no longer compete for that particular
question, and the Quiz Mistress gives more clues for the benet of the other schools. There is a
weighting system on scoring according to the number of clues given. Answering on the rst
clue gives ve (5) points; on the 2nd clue gives four (4) points; and thereafter, three (3) points.
No partial credit is awarded in this round
3.6 Tie breaks
Where there is a tie for rst place in a contest:
3.6.1 An extra question will be thrown to both schools and the contestants would have to ring
the bell for the right to answer it. A correct answer is worth three (3) points. This applies to all
contests from the Preliminary Stage to the Quarter-nal Stage.
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3.6.2 At the Preliminary Round, tie breaks would be done on sudden death basis, when two
schools are tied at 2nd position in the same contest. The result of this tie-break does not
change the results of the original contest, even if the tie-break results in the originally 2nd
place school earning a higher score than the original rst-place school.
3.6.3 An extra riddle will be given by the Quiz Mistress to break the tie and ascertain the winner
of the contest. This applies to all contests in the Semi-nal Stage.
3.6.4 At the Grand Finale, three extra riddles will be given to break the tie and ascertain the clear
champion of the competition.
3.6.5 In case of a tie for the selection of top runners-up slot (s), a face-off match will be organised
on sudden-death basis to break the tie.
3.7

The top runner(s)-up from a previous contest may be invited to join another contest, if there
are not enough schools to make up the required number of three competing schools for
that contest. Likewise, the top runners-up at one stage may be invited to join the next stage
of competition, if there are not enough schools to make up the number required for that
stage.

3.8 Malfunctioning bells
In the unlikely event that Primetime is unable to resolve a malfunction of the bells:
3.8.1 Bonus points will be passed on to the next school until the correct answer is given.
3.8.2 Each school will be given its own Speed Race question to solve. However, if the school gets
it wrong, the question will be passed on for a bonus point of one point.
3.8.3 Each school will be given its own riddle to solve. The weighted system will still apply.
However, if the school gets it wrong, the riddle will be passed on for a bonus point of one
(1).
3.9 The Quiz Mistress is in charge of the adjudication of the programme. Thus, it lies rmly in her
prerogative to award full, or partial marks, or none at all for answers given by contestants

4.0 Conduct of participating schools
4.1

Heads of schools are required to provide signed letters declaring that their contestants
have not previously sat for the WASSCE. This is to prevent the elding of unqualied
contestants. Schools found to have elded an unqualied contestant will be disqualied
and may suffer other penalties.

4.2

Contestants are not allowed to use calculators for their contests.

4.3

Contestants must NOT ring the bell while another school is answering a question. This is
considered to be bullying and may attract a penalty from the Quiz Mistress for repeated
infractions.

4.4 Teachers are not allowed on stage while the quiz programme is in progress.
4.5

All teachers present shall sit together in a designated area. The Primetime Team will
designate seats for participating schools. Participants are to cooperate with them to
ensure that the seating arrangements are followed.

4.6

Where a school is dissatised with the answer to a question, the teacher is to alert the
Primetime Production Supervisor immediately, who shall, in turn, alert the consultants and
Quiz-mistress to this incident for review and adjudication. Complaints submitted after the
end of the contest shall not be entertained.
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4.7

Where a school has evidence of cheating by another school, the teacher is to alert the
Primetime Production Supervisor immediately, in order for appropriate action to be taken.
Complaints submitted after the end of the contest shall not be entertained. Primetime
reserves the right to disqualify a school caught cheating.

4.8 All participating schools are to conduct themselves with the utmost decorum; no taunting,
or booing of other schools or contestants
4.9 Problem of the Day: Contestants are not allowed to read the question until given the goahead by the Quiz Mistress.
4.9.1 Penalty for peeping at the question before time is minus ve (5) points.
4.9.2 Penalty for starting the solution to the question before time is minus full points for the
round.

Prizes & Special Awards
Primetime recognises the efforts the contestants, as well as their teachers and schools make in
preparing for the Quiz, and deems it t to reward all stakeholders generously. Below are the main
prizes of the 2020 edition of the National Championship:
The winning school will take home a total cash prize of GH¢80,000, to be shared as follows:
School:

GH¢40,000.00

Contestants:

GH¢20,000.00

Teachers:

GH¢20,000.00

The team would also be presented with the custom-made trophy and seven gold medals for the
three contestants and four subject teachers (Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Maths). The team
would be given a miniature of the trophy for keeps when the main trophy is returned.
The second-placed school will take home a total cash prize of GH¢64,000, to be shared follows:
School:

GH¢30,000.00

Contestants:

GH¢17,000.00

Teachers:

GH¢17,000.00

The team would also be presented with seven silver medals for the three contestants and four
subject teachers (Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Maths).
The third-placed school will receive a total cash prize of GH¢50,000, to be shared as follows:
School:

GH¢20,000.00

Contestants:

GH¢15,000.00

Teachers:

GH¢15,000.00
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The team would also be presented with seven bronze medals for the three contestants and four
subject teachers (Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Maths)

Prizes to Seminalists
All six seminalists who would not progress to the Grand Finale would receive a prize package of
GH¢10,000, to be shared as follows:
School:

GH¢5,000.00

Contestants:

GH¢2,500.00

Teachers:

GH¢2,500.00

Special Awards
Apart from the main prizes, the NSMQ also rewards the students who prove themselves to be the
most outstanding at the end of the day. For this reason, special prizes are awarded to individuals
and teams who have made an impression in the competition. We would thus be on the lookout for
students and teams who would prove themselves worthy of the following awards:
1. Dr. Kwaku Mensa-Bonsu Award for the Most Impressive Run: This award was instituted to reward
the “less-endowed” school that goes the farthest, or causes the biggest upset and is able to reach
the Quarternal Round, at the very least, of the competition. This award, worth a cash prize of
GH¢7000, aims to encourage the less-endowed schools to excel at the competition. In 2019, Tepa
SHS won this award for competing at the Semi-nal Stage of the competition.
2. The Jacob and Elizabeth Banful Memorial Award for the Most Impressive Run: This award,
instituted by the Banful family in memory of their parents, who were teachers, aims to reward the
teachers of the team from the less-endowed school that wins the award for the Most Impressive
Run. This award is a cash prize of GH¢7000. In the 2019 edition of the NSMQ, the teachers of Tepa
SHS received this award.
3. Prof. Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu Award for the Most Outstanding Female Contestant: A cash prize of
Gh¢5000, will be up for grabs by a female contestant(s) who will excel at the 2020 edition of the
NSMQ. In 2019, Vera Sena Awuttey and Dionne-Marie Daku-Mante, both of Wesley Girls' High
School jointly won this award, as both of them were equally outstanding throughout the
competition.
4. Professor Marian Ewurama Addy Award for the Best Team: This award was instituted by Mr.
Bubune Adih, a contestant of the Mfantsipim 1999 team, winners of NSMQ 1999, to encourage
teamwork among the contestants. This award was introduced in 2015 in memory of the rst Quiz
Mistress, Prof. Marian Ewurama Addy, who mentored Mr. Adih. In 2019, St. Augustine's College,
winners of the 2019 edition of the NSMQ, won this award for the excellent teamwork exhibited by all
the three contestants. This award is in its sixth year and has been increased to GH¢3000 from the
previous years' amount of Gh¢2000.

Other Prizes
The Money Zone, sponsored by Absa Bank Ghana: The Money Zone takes effect from the
Quarternal Stage to the Grand Finale. At these stages of the competition, the scores the schools
accrue during a contest are converted to cash. Below is the format of the Money Zone:
·
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·

At the Semi-nal stage, nal scores for each school would be multiplied by GH¢15.00

·

At the Grand Finale, nal scores for each school would be multiplied by GH¢25.00

This amount would be given to each of the three contestants and their teacher. Thus, all 27 schools
competing from the Quarter-nal Stage to the Grand Finale, would benet from the Money Zone.
Prudential Life NSMQ Star, sponsored by Prudential Life Insurance: To make the Round Three of the
edition of the quiz more exciting, Primetime introduced the NSMQ Star in 2019, where contestants
earn a star each time they get a perfect score of ten (10) in solving the Problem of the Day. The
value of the star increases as the competition progresses through its various stages. The objective of
this initiative is to reward the teams who, although do well, specically in the third round, but may
leave the competition by virtue of losing their contests at the early stages, where there is no real
recompense, as compared to the Quarter-nal Stage and beyond. This is the layout of the NSMQ
Star:
One star is worth GH¢2000.00; GH¢500.00 to each of the three contestants and their teacher at the
Preliminary Stage.
One star is worth GH¢2400.00; GH¢600 each to the three contestants and their teacher at the
One-eighth Stage.
One star is worth GH¢2800.00; GH¢700.00each to the three contestants and their teacher at the
Quarter-nal Stage.
One star is worth GH¢3400.00; GH¢850.00 to each of the three contestants and their teacher at
the Semi-nal Stage.
One star is worth GH¢4000.00; GH¢1000.00 to each of the three contestants and their teacher at
the Final Stage.
*When a school gets three perfect scores, which translates to three stars, the team would get
GH¢1500.00 in addition to the prize worth of a star at that stage of the competition. This would
also apply to the fourth and fth stars.
Domestic Trip sponsored by Adansi Travels: With support from Adansi Travels, the winners of the 2020
edition of the National Championship, together with their teacher, would enjoy an all-expenses
paid domestic tour.
Academic Scholarships
Over the years, there have been various scholarships for contestants at all levels of the competition
– from the Preliminary Stage to the Final Stage. This year:
Accra College of Medicine: is offering a full medical scholarship worth US$75.000.00 (for all six years
of study) to any member of the nine (9) teams that would compete at the Semi-nal Stage of the
competition.
Academic City College: is offering any member of the nine (9) teams that would compete at the
Semi-nal Stage of the competition a scholarship package worth a total of US$40,000.00 to read
any of its three Engineering courses. The package would cover:
·

Tuition

·

Feeding

·

Accommodation

·

Laptop

·

Monthly allowance

·

Transportation to and from the house to campus (for two years)
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SUPPORTING SPONSORS

NSMQ 2020 Innovation
In keeping with our established record, Primetime had a number of innovations planned to improve
and make the 2020 edition of the NSMQ more exciting than previous editions, however, the COVID19 pandemic hindered the implementation of most of these new plans, including the organisation
of the maiden edition of the Regional Championships in the Ashanti Region, Volta - Oti and the
Bono - Ahafo zones. COVID-19 pandemic notwithstanding, this is the 2020 Innovation:

Award to An-all female School, or a Co-educational
School that Wins the NSMQ National Championship
With support from Primetime, a group of anonymous donors is throwing a challenge to an all-female
school, or a co-educational school that has at least one female contestant on the team, to win the
National Championship.
A co-educational school that wins the National Championship would receive an additional
GH¢10,000.00 on the main prize money to the contestants, while an all-female school that wins
would receive an additional GH¢20,000.00 on the main prize money to the contestants.
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Profile

of
Quiz Mistresses
Dr. Elsie Effah Kaufmann
Main Quiz Mistress
Since 2006, Dr. Elsie Effah Kaufmann has been the
Quiz Mistress, as a result of her keen interest in Science
education at all levels. She is a Senior Lecturer and
founding Head of the Department of Biomedical
Engineering, University of Ghana. She holds a
Bachelor of Science in Engineering (BSE), a
Master of Science in Engineering (MSE) and a
PhD in Bioengineering, all from the University
of Pennsylvania, USA. After her graduate
studies, she received her postdoctoral training at
Rutgers University, before joining the University of Ghana
in 2001.

Dr. Effah Kaufmann was a member of the Planning
Committee set up by the Academic Board of the University of
Ghana, to make proposals for establishing the Faculty of
Engineering Sciences, and was also a member of the three-person
Implementation Committee set up by the Vice Chancellor following
the submission and adoption of the Planning Committee's report. She
was appointed as the rst Head of the Department of Biomedical Engineering
in 2006 and served as Head for a number of years (2006-2012, 2014 - 2016). In 2010, she
was elected to represent non-professorial academic staff on the highest decision-making body of
the University of Ghana, the University Council, a position she held for four years. In 2011, Dr. Effah
Kaufmann was a winner of the prestigious International Women's Forum Leadership Foundation
Fellowship.
Dr. Effah Kaufmann's teaching and research focuses on Tissue Engineering, Biomaterials and the
Application of Biomedical Engineering concepts to the solution of problems in the Ghanaian
context. She was the recipient of the University of Ghana's Best Teacher Award for the Sciences in
2009. Dr. Effah Kaufmann is the 2017 Impact Africa Summit Laureate for Education in Ghana. The
award recognises her “exceptional and continuous contribution to science education in Ghana
and for being a role model and inspiration to many young girls, activities which are vital to achieving
Sustainable Development Goals 4 and 5.” She is also the recipient of the National Society of Black
Engineers' 2018 Golden Torch Award for International Academic Leadership in recognition of her
excellence in support of academics on an international level and exhibition of commitment to the
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) elds.
Dr. Effah Kaufmann is a board member of the African Gifted Foundation Ghana (African Science
Academy) and the British International School-Ghana. She is the current President of the Ghana
Society of Biomedical Engineers. Dr. Elsie Effah Kaufmann will moderate the Quiz from the
Quarternal Stage to the Final Stage.
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Mrs. Gladys Odey Schwinger
Preliminary and One-Eighth Stages
Mrs. Gladys Odey Schwinger is currently a
Ph.D. candidate in Environmental
Science with the Institute for
Environment and Sanitation Studies of the
School of Biological Sciences, under the College of
Basic and Applied Sciences, University of Ghana,
Legon. She was an Assistant Lecturer with the
Department of Plant and Environmental Biology at the
University of Ghana, Legon and holds a Bachelor of
Science and a Master of Philosophy in Botany from the
University of Ghana, with areas of study in Plant Systematics
and Ecology. She holds a special interest in Biodiversity
Conversation, especially of medicinal plant species.
Apart from these, Mrs. Schwinger is very much interested in Bioinformatics and
holds an advanced badge in Biodiversity Data Mobilization from the Global Biodiversity Information
Facility. She has publications in these areas. She has worked with Non-Governmental Organisations
with interests in Biodiversity conservation, the latest being the Green Advocacy Ghana, and
consulted on various projects under the Centre for Environment and Health Research and Training.
She is a proud member of the Society for Conservation Biology (SCB) and the International
Association for Impact Assessment.

Dr. Thelma Ohene-Agyei
Preliminary and One-Eighth Stages
Dr. Ohene-Agyei is currently a lecturer at the
Department of Pharmacy Practice and
Clinical Pharmacy, University of Ghana,
Legon where she doubles as the
Examinations Ofcer. Her research
interests include issues of Global health,
Pharmacotherapy of Infectious
diseases and Antimicrobial resistance.
She graduated with B. Pharm (Pharmacy) and M. Phil
(Pharmacology) degrees from the Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science & Technology, Kumasi, Ghana.
She also has a PhD in Pharmacology from the University of
Cambridge, UK.
Dr. Ohene-Agyei has a keen interest in mentoring young
people in their life and career choices, advocating for a fair and
equal society and also recruiting, encouraging and sustaining women
in Science and more especially, their representation at the highest ranks in
the elds of Science.
She is also passionate about child rights and health, and hopes to dedicate her life and career to
positively affect them. She serves as a board member of the Pinnacle Heights Academy
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Dr. Anita Oppong-Quaicoe
Preliminary Stages
Dr. Oppong-Quaicoe is a lecturer at the
Department of Chemistry at the University
of Ghana, Legon. She is a Synthetic Organic
Chemist, and her area of focus is synthesis of small
molecules and development of methods and
catalysts. Her recent interest is in Drug Discovery and
Plant Medicine.
Dr. Oppong-Quaicoe had her rst and second degrees in
Chemistry, both at the University of Ghana, Legon, and a Ph.D.
also in Chemistry from the University of Rhode Island, USA.
She was a member of the 2005 Ghana National College NSMQ team,
and as a Quiz Mistress, Dr. Oppong-Quaicoe sees this platform as an
opportunity to inspire students, especially the girls, to aim beyond the sky and not
see Science as the difcult subject it is often perceived to be. She hopes to see more girls pursuing
courses in the Sciences, particularly in Chemistry.
Dr. Oppong-Quaicoe volunteered for the Chemistry Summer Camp organised for middle and high
school girls at the University of Rhode Island, USA, which she hopes to initiate in Ghana for girls in both
junior and senior high schools.
She joined the pool of NSMQ Quiz Moderators early this year (2020) and has so far moderated some
contests at the Regional Level.

Counselling of Participating Contingents
Each passing year, the stakes at the NSMQ get higher, and expectations of contestants get higher
as well. In effect, the pressure put on contestants before the contest, as well as the effect of the loss,
or win on them is enormous. Countless times, students have broken down in tears, inconsolable after
losing a contest. For this reason, Primetime saw it t to employ the services of psychologists in the
2019 edition of the National Championship. Their services would be employed again in the 2020
edition of the National Championship, to mentally prepare the contestants, as well as their teachers
before and after their contests. The team would be led by Dr. Collins Badu Agyemang, a licensed
Industrial and Organisational Psychologist and Lead Consultant at PsycUp Business Solutions.

Health and Safety Team
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Primetime has engaged the services of healthcare personnel,
who would be on location to test all the participants, and also cater for all emergencies. The
healthcare personnel will be led by Dr. Shirley Wiafe. Dr. Wiafe is a physician specialist at the
University of Ghana Medical Centre, where she is actively involved in managing cases of COVID-19.
She studied Medicine at KNUST, and passed out as a medical doctor in 2007. After medical school,
she worked at 37 Military Hospital and Korle-Bu Teaching Hospital, where she did her specialty in
Internal Medicine and passed out as a physician specialist with the West African College of
Physicians and Surgeons in 2018. Dr. Wiafe is a product of Wesley Girls' High School, Cape Coast.
The Ghana Health Service, Noguchi Memorial Institute, Medifem Multi-specialist Hospital and
Fertility Centre and the University of Ghana Medical Centre, are giving support to the team, to
ensure a safe and incident-free NSMQ 2020.
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POMP & PAGEANTRY: A TREAT FOR THE NSMQ 2019
CHAMPIONS
Clinching the NSMQ champions Trophy is a tough task. It comes with a lot of hard work, sleepless
nights, practice, and as we hear most of them do in their various rooms, prayers. Such a mean feat,
hence deserves all the goodies that come with it.

Visit to the Presidency
On October 16, 2020, a team from Primetime Limited, and the
Quiz Mistress, Dr. Elsie Effah Kaufmann, presented the
winning team to the President, His Excellency Nana
Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo at the Jubilee House,
and this was the third successive visit of an
NSMQ Champion to the Presidency.
The President warmly welcomed the
entourage, and commended the Champions
for a job well done, and Primetime for
producing the programme successfully.

Lunch at Tang Palace Hotel
Before they left for Cape Coast with their trophy, the
Champions, together with the Quiz Mistress, Dr. Elsie Effah
Kaufmann and the Managing Director of Primetime, Mrs
Nana Akua Ankomah-Asare were treated to a lunch
buffet at Tang Palace Hotel. They spent the time
chatting, reminiscing and laughing at some NSMQ
moments, over some sumptuous meals and drinks.

Trip to Dubai and Nairobi
Weary from all the sleepless nights studying and preparing for their
contests, the Champions clearly needed a time away to
refresh themselves, and the trip to Nairobi and Dubai was a
perfect opportunity to do so.
On August 21, 2019, the three contestants, Joseph Maino
Afful, Stephen Jimmy Newton and Anthony Papa Eliason,
together with their teacher, Mr. Isaac Adomako, and the
Quiz Mistress, Dr. Elsie Effah Kaufmann, embarked on a 10day all-expenses paid EduFun trip to Nairobi and Dubai.
They had a fantastic time visiting notable landmarks,
including the Giraffe Centre in Nairobi and the Burj Khalifa,
Burj-al-Arab, Sharjah Science Museum and the Dubai Mall in the
United Arab Emirates.
They also went to the Dubai Marina for a traditional Dhow Cruise, where they enjoyed dinner and
some Arabian shows on a two-hour cruise. The culmination of the tour was when they went to the
Desert Safari, where they had fun dune bashing, camel riding and having dinner in the middle of
the desert.
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Meet the Champions of NSMQ 2019
Jimmy Stephen Newton
BSc. Human Biology, MB.CH.B (First Year) KNUST
NSMQ 2019 Contestant – St. Augustine's College (Winners of
NSMQ 2019, and Most outstanding team)
“The heights by great men reached and kept were not attained
by sudden ight, but they, while their companions slept, were rolling
upward in the night.” These few words of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
encapsulate the story of my National Science & Maths Quiz victory. It was
a dream I longed for and every twist and turn, losses from trials that hit so
hard, and the sleepless nights were worth the while. The quiz caught my
attention when I was 12 years old. Then, I could only guess a few answers in the
fourth round, but like the gambler's luck, by chance, I got a few correct, and words
could not express the ecstasy that lled my being.
My greatest joy was not in being the rst winners of the newly introduced coveted trophy, but in the
fact that I was part of the team that brought twelve years of NSMQ trophy-drought in Saint
Augustine's College to a remarkable end. After being shown an early exit from the competition in
2018 by Swedru Senior High School, a situation that got every NSMQ fanatic talking, the sorrow and
the grief from that incident did not only sadden my spirit, but also propelled me to work harder. It
was not long when 2019 rolled in, and we sat in for our Qualiers, which ended happily for us. I still
remember the words we chanted every moment before a contest – “WE WILL, WE MUST, WE SHALL,
AND WE HAVE WON.” To any observer, it was a string of letters being chorused by some lads, but it
was the battle mantra of hungry souls.
The success story cannot be told without reminiscing the positive environment I found myself in. The
family support and the continuous motivation and commitment shown to my progress by the
coordinators and teammates alike did the magic. The immense support offered by the Old Boys
(APSUNIANS) from putting up the quiz centre and actively engaging in every stage of our
preparation yielded good results. Above all, I would not deny the almighty God His praise, who
lifted my spirit and ensured I had faith to continue pushing for the ultimate.
Training for the Quiz and also participating in it has affected my life in various ways. I have come to
appreciate teamwork and how it is essential in executing many tasks. I became inclined to learning
from others since it was impossible to capture every information from the reading materials. One
thing that I also appreciate is learning how to work under pressure, which has imbibed in me the
sense of urgency.
“A man's gift makes room for him, and brings him before great men.” I believe that winning the
NSMQ was a perfect gift that brought the latter part of this scripture to existence. By virtue of
winning the Quiz, I had the honour to sit and shake hands with the rst gentleman of the land, His
Excellency Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo.
Victory has many friends, and I have got the chance to interact with different people who were
attracted by my sterling display at the national stage. This has widened my network and improved
my relations with people. I am also delighted by the many lives that I have impacted, the smiles I
have put on faces, and the many who see me as their role model. How would our country take the
news of our Black Stars winning the 2022 World Football Cup? The same joy is what lls my heart.
People's expectation of me as an NSMQ Champion is very high, and I consider this a challenge to
work even harder. The lessons learnt from the Quiz would continue to dwell with me by shaping my
professional career and inspiring me to greater exploits.
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Anthony Papa Eliason
BSc. Electrical Engineering (First Year)KNUST
NSMQ 2019 Contestant – St. Augustine's College (Winners of NSMQ 2019,
and Most outstanding team)
“Success is not nal; failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue
that counts.”
Winning the National Science & Maths Quiz is ostensibly one
of the greatest achievements of my life. However, to me,
the most valuable thing is not the winning of the
competition so much as the personal growth I experienced
during the preparation process. The “haywire” experiences
and lessons learnt from my teammates and coordinators have
remoulded my DNA into developing a very tough skin towards the
problems of life. My intensity, motivation, and knack for challenging
myself every day have been somehow amplied.
In preparation towards the main event, we were pushed to break academic
barriers and learn extensively on topics outside our syllabus. Besides, one had to
be well-read in order to provide the right answers to questions asked during the
quiz. This has been to my advantage as I am now familiar with most of the topics being taught in my
rst year in the University.
In my secondary school years, I used to tremble when delivering a presentation in front of my peers,
even when I knew the right answer. However, the NSMQ has helped me boost my self-esteem and
condence. It has also taught me to believe in myself and take full responsibility of whatever
answers I give, whether correct, or incorrect. I am forever grateful to our coordinators who played
a major role in psyching us up for the big stage through pep talks and words of encouragement.
Moreover, winning the NSMQ has given me the privilege of meeting important dignitaries including
the President of Ghana, His Excellency Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo Addo, something I am very
proud of.
This achievement has also inuenced my life positively in various aspects. People now tend to
accord me with a lot of respect and recognition in society. One of such instances was when my
church presented a citation to me for emerging victorious in one of the most prestigious national
competitions. In fact, I was elated when I saw the involvement of the town folk, the staff and the
students during our trophy parade through the streets of Bakaano. The enthusiasm and the jubilant
smiles almost moved me to tears.
Personally, this has motivated me to always work hard and put in maximum effort to always live up
to this standard.
My amazing teammates also taught me a lot and I daresay I would not have survived, but for the
little things they did to spur me on. Joseph's jokes and oversimplication of esoteric scientic
concepts by analogising them to Marvel movies taught me how one can better understand
academic concepts by creating a parallel between the topic at hand and what one loves doing.
Jimmy's rule of “the rst to doze off buys lunch the next day,” which kept us learning for as long as we
could during our evening sessions, taught me that as a well-determined man, tiredness is only a
state of mind.
I love that I am “charged up to do more” now, and I am hopeful it will be relevant not only in my
tertiary education, but also the rest of my lifetime.
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Joseph Maino Afful
BSc. Human Biology, MB.CH.B (First Year)KNUST
NSMQ 2019 opened a myriad of pandora's boxes; from answers that
required nding the cube roots of numbers, giving out exact
values of surds all the way to concepts in modern physics. All
these knocked down curiosity doors that wouldn't close
again, and made everyone taking part proud to be
young pioneers of one of Ghana's fast developing traits –
science. As a team whose main aim was to get seeded,
winning had an inexplicable sense of bemusement and joy,
but the best part of the whole competition was where every
single team member beneted from the Quiz, and that's the lifechanging experience we all had. For some, it was overcoming stage
fright, and for others, it was to allow their instincts to be a factor in
decision-making. To some of us, it was gaining the ability to work as a
team. By-and-large, the Quiz offered us the opportunity to gain a better
perspective of our individual personalities. It is my hope that NSMQ 2020 knocks
down more doors and barriers, and continues to bring more positive character development.

Meet some of the Award Winners of NSMQ 2019
Vera Sena Awuttey
First year Medical
student, University
of Ghana, Legon

Dionne-Marie Daku-Mante
First year BSc. Computer
Science student,
Massachussets Institute
of Technology (MIT), USA

NSMQ 2019 Semi-nalists – Wesley Girls' High School (Award winners of the Professor Henrietta
Mensa-Bonsu Award for the Most Outstanding Female Contestant(s), and the Newmont Award for
the Best Female School)
Participating in the 2019 edition of the National Science & Maths Quiz was a dream come true. It
was the best platform to display our competitive nature and shoot up our condence level. Being
the only all-female school that remained in the competition, we were pushed to do better so to
motivate those who look up to us, and those who are dreaming of competing on that stage one
day.
We believe that being a part of the National Science & Maths Quiz helped us improve on our teamworking skills, as well as being assertive, and we are certain that these two attributes, have helped
us in our various elds of study, and we hope it continues to make us stand out wherever we nd
ourselves.
As recipients of the Newmont Best Performing Girls' School and the 2019 Most Outstanding Female
Contestant awards, we would like to express our gratitude to Newmont Ghana Limited, Professor
Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu, and the entire Primetime team for deeming us worthy of it. We hope that
by this, girls in other schools would strive to do their best.
And for those participating in the 2020 edition of the NSMQ, congratulations on making it this far!
You are winners!
NSMQ 2020 LAUNCH
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“Dear Contestants… ”
Messages from some NSMQ Legends

Mr. Bubune Adih (member of
the Mfantsipim School NSMQ
1999 winning team)

Dr. Paul Azunre (member of
the Opoku Ware NSMQ 2002
winning team)

To the NSMQ Class of 2020,
yours is both a unique year
and competition. As you go
forth into the world, embrace
your own innate uniqueness
that will be your stepping
stone to changing the world.
All the best.

Each of you is a unique
individual with unique
contributions to be made to
society. As you embark on
discovering your superpowers
in this year's edition of the Quiz
and beyond, the potential for
transforming our society for
the better via science and
technology has never been
greater!

Dr. Yakubu Subulr (member of
the Bolgatanga SHS NSMQ
2004 team “Yakubu vs.
PRESEC”)
Congratulations on making
it to this year's NSMQ
competition. As you share
your knowledge of Maths and
Science and compete for the
ultimate prize, don't miss out
on the opportunity to
fraternise and share
experiences. Best wishes to all
teams.

Ms. Grace Adoley Ansah
(member of the Mfantsiman
Girls' SHS NSMQ 2013 team,
the second all-female team
that made it to the Grand
Finale of the National
Championship)
Have fun. Make friends. And
especially to the young ladies
who will be participating, kick
ass!

Mr. Reza Abdullah (member
of the Presbyterian Boys
Secondary School NSMQ
2003 winning team)
Your selection to represent
your school is already a
testament to your brilliance!
Wherever your road ends in
the NSMQ 2020, remember to
compete hard, make friends
and most of all, enjoy the
journey!

Mr. Samuel Appiah-Kubi
(member of the Adisadel
College NSMQ 2015 team that
made their rst NSMQ nal)
Pressure makes diamonds.
Absorb it and deliver your
viewers a spectacular
intellectual show. Don't forget
to do your best, and have fun
while at it.
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Ms. Salma Sumaila (member
of the Ghana National
College NSMQ 2016 team,
and Most Outstanding
Female Contestant of NSMQ
2016)
Pray hard. Learn hard. Play
hard. All the best!

Mr. Wonder Sarfo-Ansah
(member of the Prempeh
College NSMQ 2017
Champions team. Fun fact:
Wonder's father was a
member of the Prempeh
College NSMQ 1996 winning
team)
Do your best, but remember
to enjoy the journey because
it is just as important as the
destination

Winning the NSMQ Title
has become one of the
greatest achievements
of most Senior High
Schools in Ghana. Every
year, almost all the
Senior High Schools look
forward to participating
in the NSMQ and
claiming the bragging
rights of being National
Champions.
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Ms. Zuweira Baba
Mohammed (member of the
Tamale SHS 2017 NSMQ
team, and the Most
Outstanding Female
Contestant of NSMQ 2017)
Prepare well, and trust
yourself!

